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Aveti In This Issue

Namaskar!  In this edition,  readers will  learn about some
of Aveti  Learning's recent noteworthy developments as
well  as some unique activities undertaken by the
organization.  The cover article features the outstanding
collaboration of Aveti  Learning  with Learning Links
Foundation(LLF) .  Other highlights include 'Educational
Content Translation to Tribal Language Project, '  'Start-up
Connection with SLBC Odisha, '  'Aveti 's  Brand New
Content 'Kuhuka Bigyana, '  and 'Teacher Training Program
in Jharsuguda. '
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Learning Links Foundation! The foundation of a groundbreaking educational endeavour. The

Learning Links Foundation(LLF), a one-of-a-kind learning support institution in the state

capital Bhubaneswar, aspires to effect critical improvements in the education system and

outstanding growth in students' thinking and intellectual skills.

                              The Learning Links Foundation has been a key contributor to the ‘Road to

School Program’, launched by IndusInd Bank to improve the status quo of education, health,

and environmental awareness. The 'Road to School' program operates mainly in three broad

sections - Learning Enhancement Program, Health and Wellbeing, and Community

Engagement. The Covid-19 pandemic has plagued the education sector for two consecutive

years. The sudden closure of schools for an indefinite period has made it difficult for children

to complete the annual curriculum at home. It was at a time when the Learning Links

Foundation was working hard to provide various types of educational assistance to children

attending all government primary and upper primary schools in Bhubaneswar and its

suburbs. LLF began efforts to improve students' educational and intellectual development

through digital communication. Furthermore, 100 government schools in Bhubaneswar have

been contracted to teach.

                      However, the most important requirement for teaching is high-quality content.

This is where Aveti Learning comes in. LLF has extended a hand of commitment to provide

Aveti Learning's high-quality Odia content, an institution that has revolutionized the field of

education. The agreement was struck between the two institutions on the auspicious

occasion of Utkal Diwas. Aveti smart classes are presently being piloted in 10 LLF educational

centers. Everyone is now attending school on a regular basis and is enjoying this new and

novel method of learning.

Learning Enhancement
Program for primary and
middle school

Creating a Culture 
Of Innovation

Aveti Smart classes are
being implemented as a
pilot project in eight LLF
study centres.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS

In the coming months,
there are plans to
install smart classes at
hundred LLF Centers.

On April 1st, 2022, LLF
inked an agreement with
Aveti Learning.
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LLF : Enriching Lives Through Learning

A new world is created when two institutions with similar ideas team-up.
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The tribal community makes up around 23% of the overall population

of Odisha. This population comprises more than 63 tribal groups. All

of these communities reside in Odisha, albeit their mother tongue is

not Odia. They communicate in their native tongue. Although this is

not a problem, the issue emerges when the children from these

communities attend school. Currently, all public and private schools

in Odisha teach solely in Odia, making it difficult for pupils from tribal

communities to grasp and comprehend the lessons. 

    Aveti Learning has established a welcome and unique endeavour in

this respect. After receiving the approval of the Technology

Innovation Hub-Foundation for IoT & IoE and official qualifying of the

‘Technology Development Program’ offered by IIT Bombay, Aveti

Learning has started a praiseworthy initiative in collaboration with IIT

Dharwad - 'Educational Content Translation to Tribal Language'.

EDUCATIONAL CONTENT
TRANSLATION TO TRIBAL LANGUAGE

The program's agreement states that the Odia

learning modules would be translated into tribal

languages with the assistance of different

accredited and trained tribal teachers. Currently,

the translation work is being carried out on a

wartime basis, with a total duration of 36 days.

The joint efforts of IIT-Dharwad and Aveti

Learning have a wide range of social and

economic impacts. For example, an increasing

number of tribal children will be enticed, and the

tribal community's literacy level will rise. 
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Do you know why butterflies are so brightly coloured and

strangely beautiful? How are trees used to make paper?

How do weaver birds construct their nests? Have you ever

asked yourself these questions and received your answers?

We probably don't know the solution to a lot of questions in

our everyday life. No? But all of these questions are vitally

relevant. These questions are especially crucial for students

who want to make a better future for themselves. It is

natural for children to have such a sense of curiosity. And it

is equally important for us to quench the thirst for

knowledge. Aveti has begun making a lovely portion of the

curriculum dubbed "Kuhuka Bigyana" in response to this

requirement. It contains wonderfully drawn information-

based animated videos for kids ranging from first to tenth

grade, as well as a fun activity lesson attached to each video.

Our objective is that the material of this ‘Kuhuka Bigyana’

will provide adequate solutions to all of the little concerns

that youngsters have. Now is the time for young people to

ask more questions and prepare for all of life's next stages. 

Let us stoke some intrigue. Do you know why butterflies are

so brightly coloured? Click to watch

Because Answers Exist To Only Questions....

Aveti excels at content development by creating innovative things such as 'kuhuka bigyana.'
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https://youtu.be/VAolqHzNIto


TO TEACH IS TO LEARN TWICE OVER

Aveti Learning has so far extended its work in ten

districts, including Jharsuguda, the newest district in

the Government of Odisha's 5T School

Transformation Project. So far, students at

government schools in ten districts have consumed

81,000 minutes of content. Also, Aveti Learning is

delivering adequate and methodical training to the

school teachers. It is getting easier for teachers to

teach and oversee digital content as they undergo

training. Teachers in the most recent district,

Jharsuguda, have been trained in two phases.

Click to watch, What does Jharsuguda Pedagogical

Instructor Jayant Kumar badi. think about educating

teachers about digital learning? 
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https://youtu.be/81xqpvHa5jw
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Aveti Learning which has been consistent in crossing
milestones,one after the other, got this rare opportunity
to be in the presence of such dignitaries;Shri P K Jena,
IAS, Development Commissioner cum ACS, Govt of
Odisha at O-Hub,Smt. Ranjana Chopra,IAS,Principal
Secretary,MSME Department,
Shri Vishal Kumar Dev,IAS,Principal Secretary Finance
Dept & Md. Sadique Alam,IAS,CEO Startup Odisha.It was
such an honourable experience at the SLBC(State Level
Bankers committee)meeting, for us to share our stories
of touching 700 schools and 1.2 lakh students in various
part of Odisha!

We have a sense of pride sharing our journey so far with
the start ups and all the bankers of Odisha ! We believe
we shall keep carrying the baton forward!

START-UP
CONNECT
WITH SLBC
ODISHA

In Pictures....

On April 14, the event took place 

at the O-Hub Incubation Centre
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